
MAGNETIC FIXATION DEVICE “Praktik”
User’s manual

Already for a long time, both for many professional and recreational fishermen, successful fishing is 
associated with sonar device Praktik. More and more people wish to try out all the advantages and 
opportunities of modern technology. This has contributed to rapid increase of popularity of sonars 
amongst fishermen.
The company Praktik-NC is involved in developing and producing domestic sonars. In our work, 
we take into consideration the interests and needs of fishermen of any level. We have separately 
developed unique sets especially made for fishing in summer or in winter. These sets mostly differ 
in the fixation type of hydro locator elements, construction and working principles which depend on 
actual working conditions.

Magnetic fixation device Pratik is rightfully 
considered to be the best monitor fixation device. 
It consists of:  

• wide rubbery cord with adjusting velcro  
 fastening zipper (1)
• stainless metal plate (2)
• powerful neodymium magnet (3)
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Such fixation system allows to install the device 
monitor at the most visible location. Fixation 
device prevents the device from falling down or in 
the water, thus protecting the sensitive elements 
of the sonar.

The most optimal models for fishing during cold 
season are winter sonars Praktik: ER-6 and ER-6 
Pro. After descending the transducer under the 
ice, the user will have an opportunity to get to 
know the water body covered by ice in detail. 
Such mini-computer will provide the fisherman 
with sufficient data about the bottom structure, 
depth of the water body and existence of fish in 
the specific location of the expected fishing site. 

Domestic sonars are undeniably cheaper than 
their foreign analogs. Despite of this, such a 
wonderful device should be mounted as securely 
as possible. 

LET’S PREPARE THE MAGNETIC 
FIXATION DEVICE FOR USE

We recommend you to prepare the magnetic 
fixation device for use already before going to 
fishing at home.
The following steps should be followed: 

• Tape the metal plate correctly to the device by  
 removing the protective film from it first.
• If the device has been in use, please remove  
 the possible grease from the connection site. 
 

The following 
activities should be 
performed when 
you are already 
directly on the ice. 
If desired by the 
fisherman, the cord 
attached to the 
device can be fixed 
on your arm or leg.

• Pull the cord tightly on your clothes, keeping  
 down the side that ensures an anti-slip effect.
• Fix the cord with velcro fastening, then attach  
 the device to the magnet.
• Match the protruding screws of the fixation  
 device with the holes in the plate. Now, even  
 abrupt movements cannot lead to  
 displacement of the sonar. 

In order to get lots of positive emotions and 
a respectable catch from fishing in winter 
and in summer, don’t forget to bring sonar 
PRAKTIK with a secure magnetic fixation 
device and special case „Pratik“. 


